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1 Introduction
Suppose that the joint probability distribution over a set of random variables X = fX1; : : :; Xng
is given by p(Xjm ; m), where m is a model with parameters m . In addition, suppose that
the true model and its parameters are unknown, but we nevertheless want to estimate
the true distribution somehow given a random sample D = fx1; : : :; xN g from the true
distribution.
In the Bayesian approach to this problem, we de ne a discrete random variable M whose
states correspond to the possible true models, and encode our uncertainty about M with
the probabilities p(M = m). In this paper, we assume that there are a nite number of
possible true models. For each possible model m, we de ne the random (vector) variable
m whose values correspond to the possible values of the parameters for m. We encode
our uncertainty about m using the probability distribution p(m jm). In this paper, we
assume that p(m jm) is a probability density function.
Given random sample D, we compute the posterior distributions for M and each m
using Bayes' rule:
p(m)p(Djm)
p(mjD) = P
p(m0)p(Djm0)
m
p(m jm)p(Djm ; m)
0

p(m jD; m) =

where

p(Djm) =

Z

p(Djm)

p(Djm ; m) p(m jm) dm

We estimate the joint distribution for X, by averaging over all possible models and their
parameters:
Z
X
p(xjD) = p(mjD) p(xjm ; m) p(m jD; m)dm
(1)
m

This approach is known as Bayesian model averaging.
In many real-world problems, the sum over possible models is intractable. A common
approximation in these circumstances is to select a single \good" model m, and to estimate
the joint distribution for X using
p(xjD; m) =

Z

p(xjm ; m) p(m jD; m)dm

This approach is known as Bayesian model selection.
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Model scores that de ne \good" models are commonly known as criteria. A criterion
commonly used in Bayesian model selection is the logarithm of the relative posterior probability of the model log p(m; D) = log p(m) + log p(Djm). Under the assumption that the
prior distribution for M is uniform, an equivalent criterion is log p(Djm), the log marginal
likelihood of the data given the model. In the remainder of this paper, we assume that p(M)
is uniform to simplify our presentation, although the generalization to non-uniform model
priors is straightforward.
The log-marginal-likelihood criterion has the following interesting interpretation described by Dawid (1984). From the chain rule of probability, we have
log p(Djm) =

N
X
log p(xljx1; : : :; xl?1; m)
l=1

The term p(xljx1; : : :; xl?1; m) is the prediction for xl made by model m after averaging
over its parameters. The log of this term can be thought of as the score or utility for
this prediction under the scoring rule or utility function log p(x).1 Thus, a model with the
highest log marginal likelihood is also a model that is the best sequential predictor of the
data D under the log scoring rule.
This observation suggests an alternative criterion for choosing m. Rather than select a
model that is the best sequential predictor of the data we have seen, we can select a model
that is the best predictor of the next observation we will see, given the data we have seen.
Using again the log scoring rule, the utility to maximize is
log p(xN +1jD; m)
Because we have not yet seen the next observation, we average this utility over all possible
ones, obtaining the following criterion for model m given data D:
EC(m; D) =

X p(x

xN +1

N +1jD)

log p(xN +1jD; m)

(2)

where p(xN +1jD) is given by Equation 1. This criterion, rst suggested by Chow (1981)
and made more precise by San Martini and Spezzaferri (1984), is the negative cross entropy between the correct posterior distribution p(xN +1jD) and the posterior distribution
determined by model m.
Whereas the log-marginal-likelihood criterion selects a model that is most likely to
be true, this alternative criterion selects a model that is the best predictor of the next
observation. Thus, we sometimes refer to these two scoring functions as a scienti c criterion
(SC) and engineering criterion (EC), respectively.
1 An axiomatic characterization of this proper scoring rule is given by Bernardo (1979).
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When we are interested in prediction, EC is a better criterion than SC. Unfortunately,
the use of EC is impractical for model selection, because its computation involves the sum
over models in Equation 1. In particular, if we could perform this sum, we would be better
o making predictions using Equation 1. Thus, in practice, we use predictions based on SC
as an approximation for predictions based on EC, which in turn is an approximation for
predictions based on model averaging.
When N is large, these approximations are good. In particular, as N increases, the
probability of the model m that is closest to truth (in the KL sense) will approach one,
and we obtain p(xN +1jD) = p(xN +1jD; m). In this situation, both SC and EC will select
this model. The latter observation follows from Equation 2 and the fact that cross entropy
between two probability distributions is minimized when the distributions are equal. We
know of no theoretical characterizations for these approximations, however, when N is small.
Draper (1993) and Madigan et al. (1996) provide experimental comparisons of predictions
based on SC and model averaging. In this paper, we perform additional experimental
comparisons of the type, and also compare predictions based on EC with those based on SC
and model averaging. We perform these comparisons in the context of Bayesian-network
models for discrete variables.

2 Bayesian Networks
A Bayesian network for a set of random variables X = fX1; : : :; Xng is the pair (S; P ), where
S is an acyclic directed graph, which we call the structure of the Bayesian network, and P
is a set of local probability distributions. The nodes in S are in one-to-one correspondence
with the variables X. We use Xi to denote both the variable and its corresponding node,
and Pai to denote the parents of node Xi in S as well as the variables corresponding to
those parents. The lack of possible arcs in S re ect conditional independence assertions. In
particular, given structure S , the joint probability distribution for X is given by
p(x) =

Yn p(x jpa )

i=1

i

i

(3)

The local probability distributions P are the distributions corresponding to the terms in
the product of Equation 3.2
We can use Bayesian networks as models in the sense of Section 1 as follows. First, we
suppose that the true joint distribution for X factors according to some structure S , but
we are uncertain about the identity of S . We write M = ms when the true distribution
2 Sometimes, an additional causal interpretation is given to the arcs in S . Namely, an arc from Xi to Xi
re ects the assertion that Xi is a direct cause of Xj (Spirtes et al., 1993; Pearl, 1995).
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factors according to S .3 Second, we parameterize the local probability distributions with a
nite number of parameters. Explicitly conditioning on the model and its parameters, we
rewrite Equation 3 as
Yn
p(xjs ; ms) = p(xi jpai ; i ; ms)
i=1

where i are the parameters for the local distribution associated with Xi , and s =
(1; : : :; n ) are the parameters for the structure as a whole.
In this paper, we concentrate on the case where every variable in X is discrete. Let xki
and paji denote the kth possible state of Xi and the j th possible state of Pai , respectively.
Also, let ri and qi denote the number of possible states of Xi and Pai , respectively. We
further specialize to the case where p(xijpai ; i ; ms) for each state of Pai is a multinomial
distribution:
p(xki jpaji ; i ; ms) = ijk

P

such that ijk > 0 for all i; j; and k, and rki=1 ijk = 1 for all i and j . Given these
parameters, we de ne the vector combinations
ij

i
i = (ij )qj =1

= (ijk )rki=1

The scienti c and engineering criteria can be computed eciently and in closed form
assuming (1) the parameters ij are mutually independent:
qi
n Y
Y
p(ij jms )
p(s jms) =
i=1 j =1

(2) each parameter set ij has a Dirichlet distribution:
p(ij

ri
Y
jm ) = c   ijk ?1
s

k=1

ijk

where ijk > 0 for every i; j; and k, and c is a normalization constant, and (3) data is
complete|that is, there are no missing observations. Under these assumptions, several
researchers (e.g., Cooper and Herskovits, 1992) have shown that
p(xN +1jD; ms) =

Yn

ijk + Nijk
i=1 ij + Nij

where Xi = xki and Pai = paji in xN +1 (k and j depend on i), Nijk is the number obserP
P
vations in D in which Xi = xki and Pai = paji , Nij = rki=1 Nijk , and ij = rki=1 ijk . In
3 We use the causal interpretation of Bayesian-network structure so that di erent structures correspond

to mutually exclusive events. We treat this issue more carefully in a later version.
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addition, it can be shown that
p(Djms) =

ri ?(
?( ij )  Y
ijk + Nijk )
?(
+
N
)
?(
ij
ij k=1
ijk )
i=1 j =1

Yn Yqi

3 Experiments
As mentioned, our goal is to compare the accuracy of predictions based on SC, EC, and
model averaging. To do so, we create several Bayesian networks, and from them generate
random data sets of various sizes. We then select models using the two criteria, and compare
the EC for both models with the maximum value for EC obtained by using the correct
prediction:
X p(x jD) log p(x jD)
ECopt =
N +1
N +1
xN +1

In computing the criteria for a given model, we assume (1) uniform priors on models,
and (2) Dirichlet parameter priors with ijk = 8=riqi for all i; j , and k. Because the number
of possible Bayesian-network structures for n variables is more than exponential in n, we
perform our experiments for small n (n = 4) only.
Results are shown in Table 1. The number in parentheses under each EC value corresponds to (EC(m; D) ? ave(EC))=sd(EC), where ave(EC) and sd(EC) are the simple average
and standard deviations of EC(m; D) over all models, respectively. Given our structure and
parameter priors, the scienti c (and engineering) criteria for two Markov equivalent structures are equal. Thus, each criterion selects an equivalence class of structures. In the table,
we report a representative acyclic directed graph from each selected class. Note that all
complete structures|that is, structures containing no missing arcs|are Markov equivalent.
Because space is limited, we do not give the local probability distributions for the generative
models.

4 Discussion
Our results con rm the conclusions of Draper (1993) and Madigan (1996) that model averaging sometimes produces substantially better predictions than does model selection. We
also see that, when using model selection to choose a predictive model, SC is a good approximation for EC.
The results also con rm our argument that the two criteria select the same models when
the sample size becomes suciently large. More interesting, for small sample sizes, we nd
that the engineering criterion tends to select models that are more complex than those
selected by the scienti c criterion. A simple explanation for this di erence is that, when
5

Table 1: Structures selected by SC and EC given data of sample size N generated by various
four-variable Bayesian networks. The structures selected by SC and EC are denoted msc
and mec, respectively.
generative structure: empty (no arcs)
N
msc
-EC(msc; D)
mec
-EC(mec; D)
50
empty
2.44176
X 1 ! X4
2.44170
(1.20)
(1.21)
200
X 1 ! X4
2.16721
X 1 ! X3 ; X 1 ! X4
2.16720
(1.45)
(1.46)
800 X3 ! X1 X4
2.09369
X 3 ! X1 ! X4
2.09275
(0.54)
(1.27)
3200
empty
2.08585
empty
2.08585
(1.38)
(1.38)

-ECopt
2.43526
(2.30)
2.16559
(2.15)
2.09239
(1.56)
2.08580
(1.48)

generative structure: X1 ! X2 ! X3 ! X4
-EC(msc; D)
mec
-EC(mec; D)
X1 ! X2 ! X 3 ! X4
2.02613
X 1 ! X2 ! X3 ! X 4 ,
2.01905
(1.39)
X 1 ! X3 ; X 3 ! X 4
(1.50)
200 X1 ! X2 ! X3 ! X4
1.43916
X 1 ! X2 ! X3 ! X 4 ,
1.43558
(1.32)
X 2 ! X4
(1.37)
800 X1 ! X2 ! X3 ! X4
1.43057
X 1 ! X2 ! X3 ! X 4
1.43057
(1.32)
(1.32)
3200 X1 ! X2 ! X3 ! X4
1.34462
X 1 ! X2 ! X3 ! X 4
1.34462
(1.26)
(1.26)

-ECopt
2.01433
(1.58)
1.43486
(1.38)
1.43034
(1.32)
1.34461
(1.26)

generative structure: complete (no missing arcs)
-EC(msc; D)
mec
-EC(mec; D)
X1 ! X2 ! X3
X4
2.28328
X 1 ! X2 ! X3 ! X 4 ,
2.28003
(0.91)
X1 ! X3
(0.96)
200 X1 ! X2 ! X3 X4
2.23339
X 1 ! X2 ! X3
X4 ,
2.23031
(1.15)
X2 ! X4
(1.20)
800
X 2 ! X3 ! X 4 ;
2.20401
X 2 ! X 3 ! X4 ;
2.20014
X1 ! X4 ; X2 ! X4
(1.17)
X1 ! X4
(1.23)
3200
complete
2.15849
complete
2.15849
(1.33)
(1.33)

-ECopt
2.27277
(1.08)
2.22906
(1.22)
2.19934
(1.24)
2.15846
(1.33)

N
50

N
50

msc

msc
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using EC, we reward a prediction based on all N observations. In contrast, when using SC,
we reward predictions based on 0; 1; 2; : : :; N ? 1 observations|that is, less data. Thus, EC
will tend to select more complex models, because it can a ord to do so without over tting
the data. An alternative argument, due to Wray Buntine (personal communication), is as
follows. When using EC, we choose the model that is closest (in the KL sense) to the correct
posterior distribution for x. This correct distribution is an average over models, some of
which are more complicated than the most likely model (i.e., the model selected when using
SC). Consequently, when using EC, we tend to select a model that is more complex than
the most likely model.
Of course, for our conclusions to be trusted, we need to test more structures, priors,
and data sets. In a later version of this paper, we shall do so. In addition, we shall discuss
the connections between the SC and EC and the well-known BIC (Schwarz, 1978) and AIC
(Akaike, 1973).
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